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Abstract
From the late 1990’s onwards, the concepts and domains of organizational learning (OL) within an organizational setting and management practice have become the most debated topics among both management researchers and practitioners. At the same time, non-profit organizations endure a rapid organizational growth and re-structuring which provoke significant organizational changes in return, making the way how they learn and what they do with gained knowledge crucial for their development. However, up until now, OL remains a research area where theoretical and operational definitions fluctuate, and it is, generally, insufficiently empirically explored by both private and non-profit sectors. The role of OL in non-profits remains vague in particular, and it is yet to be fully discovered what the main barriers to OL are, or how exactly OL practices impact capacity building, performance and other important organizational areas. By using a case study approach and by focusing on working environment and operations in a single international non-profit organization, this study provides a holistic picture of OL processes by considering and integrating various important dimensions: sector to which an organization belongs, an organizational context and influence of various organizational factors. The goal is to assess the employees’ awareness of the OL concept, to explore the social context and the system levels within which the learning occurs in the subject organization, and to identify the main OL challenges.
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1. Introduction
At the beginning of the 21st century, a need emerged to observe and explain ongoing organizational phenomena, such as innovation, alliances or technology implementation, and various OL concepts were there to offer new and fresh perspectives (Bapuji and Crossan, 2004). Consequently, OL has become a vital link that connects mission and economic sustainability in many organizations. Although there are many differences between researchers regarding OL definition, methodology and the role and importance of specific OL features, all of them address the issue of knowledge transfer and recognize the importance of different system levels of learning – individual, group and organizational. The large part of OL literature also agrees on the notion that a group/team is a fundamental unit where learning occurs, so, learning at team level can be considered a doorway to OL (Senge, 2006). But in general, despite the rising importance of OL, little has been done to theoretically compare and integrate the existing theoretical frameworks. Pawlowsky (2003) made an important contribution to systematization of OL theory by developing a conceptual framework of four integrative dimension of OL – learning levels, learning modes, learning types and learning processes. Nevertheless, this and other theoretical contributions to OL practice still remain insufficiently empirically explored.

In particular, the majority of organizational theories have been developed based on research in the private (for-profit) sector, and although the authors such as Drucker (1990) and Allison and Kaye (1997) offer comprehensive
explanations of management and strategy in non-profit organizations in general, the lack of broader empirical research on this sector is still present. This applies to empirical research on OL as well. Unlike for-profit organizations, a mission of non-profits is to fill the gaps with their services that the private sector and local government have failed to address (or sometimes to also challenge the governmental role), but without providing any profits to inner or outer shareholders (member states, board members, employees, private donors, customers, legislators, etc) (Gill, 2010). Thus, rather than profit, their missions are socially and educationally driven. OL is an important concept for non-profits as the process that drives continuous organizational improvement, goal achievement and ultimately results in an organizational capacity building (Gill, 2010). Nevertheless, learning is different in different types of non-profits, therefore, in order to understand OL in any of them, it is necessary to understand their organizational context first (Senge, 2006).

The uniqueness of non-profits is further visible in the fact that there is no easy or simple way for their accountability and performance to be measured, which makes them more complex comparing to their for-profit “counterparts”. There is a great donor influence usually present as well, and a significant political pressure on non-profits to deliver “desirable” results, which can (and often it does) conflict with non-profits’ aspiration to learn from failures without a fear of losing credibility.

2. Aims and Objectives
The main aim of this study is to advance an understanding of OL in the non-profit sector by focusing on working environment and operations in a single international non-profit organization. By using a case study approach, the goal is to assess the awareness of the organizational members of the OL concept, as well as to explore the social context and the system levels within which the learning occurs in the subject organization. The study also aims to explore the impact of various organizational factors on OL processes, the role and impact of organizational politics in particular, and to identify overall OL challenges.

3. Research Questions
The following research questions have been formulated to guide this study:

- What is the degree of understanding of the concepts of OL in the subject organization, and how knowledge is created, shared, gathered, stored and used (on individual, group and organizational learning level)?
- How are the processes of OL (knowledge creation, transfer, capture, storage and use) influenced by the following organizational factors: organizational structure, organizational policies, leadership and management, organizational culture and organizational politics?
- What are the main impediments and barriers to OL and how could they be surpassed?

4. Literature Review
4.1 Organizational Learning
Since Cyert and March (1992) introduced the concept of OL almost half a century ago, the divergence of its perspectives is continually increasing. As expected, different perspectives have brought different definitions of OL. From the management perspective, OL is a change in people’s knowledge, cognition and behavior which is closely related to other organizational changes (Argote, 2011). López, Peón and Ordás (2005, p.228) explain OL as “a dynamic process of creation, gaining and assimilation of knowledge for developing the resources/capabilities that contribute to higher organizational effectiveness and better performance”. Other authors explain OL as a dynamic process of an individual that involves social, behavioral and technical dimensions and that take place within an organizational context (Crossan, Lane and White 1999; Nonaka, Toyama, and Byosiere, 2003; Rashman, Withers and Hartley, 2009). All these definitions suggest that OL goes far beyond individual knowledge and learning, and that it acts as a catalyst between learning and performance through numerous structural variables. Specifically, the role of OL is to ensure that individual knowledge and learning ultimately leads to organizational knowledge and learning.

There are numerous OL perspectives and their different theoretical basis, namely, system-theory, cultural, cognitive/knowledge or action-learning point of view. The differences that exist are mainly related to the terminology that is still not quite aligned and to epistemological/ontological differences. The Theory of Organizational Knowledge Creation, one of the most known OL theories, was conceptualized two decades ago by Nonaka and his colleagues. It was an attempt to clarify the vague theoretical ground of OL processes and explain how organizational knowledge is created and shared. Von Krogh, Ishijo and Nonaka (2000, p.22) describe knowledge as “a justification of one’s beliefs” and knowledge sharing as public justification of one’s beliefs. Consequently, as knowledge is
highly dependent on people’s ideas and values, the nature of knowledge is described as tacit (unarticulated) and explicit (formulated and captured) (Nonaka and Van Krogh, 2009, p.636).

The authors introduced the knowledge spiral where knowledge is created in the mutual interaction of 3 important layers: knowledge creation and conversion mechanisms (SECI model), context (called as “Ba”) and knowledge assets. The SECI model, as the first layer, shows how tacit and explicit knowledge interact and convert through social processes (socialization, externalization, combination and internalization) between individuals and describes the dynamic nature of knowledge (mobility across organizational levels and externally). Originating Ba - contexts, platforms for knowledge creation (social, cultural, historical, physical, mental or virtual) and knowledge assets (specific resources essential for the value/knowledge creation) are the other two layers necessary for forming the knowledge spiral which ultimately creates knowledge (Nonaka, Toyama and Byosiere, 2003, p.493). The authors highlight the role of knowledge activists (leaders, managers) as knowledge creation catalysts and coordinators. They underline care, knowledge vision, communication, the right context and common language as vital enablers of knowledge creation. Furthermore, they also stress the importance of organizational processes and organizational structure through the concepts of the middle-up-down management, the hypertext organization and distributed leadership (Von Krogh, Nonaka and Rechsteiner, 2012).

Another important theoretical approach was offered by Crossan, Lane and White (1999) as the 4I Framework – a dynamic model of OL that includes 4 stages of knowledge conversion: intuiting (a development of new insights based on experience), interpreting (explaining new insights), integrating (shared understanding on group level) and institutionalizing (implementation of shared understanding on organizational level). Crossan’s model also includes two types of knowledge - tacit and explicit, and three knowledge levels – individual, group and organizational. This model explains OL as a multidimensional and dynamic process where learning occurs on different levels over time and it creates “a tension” between assimilation of new and exploitation of existing knowledge (Crossan, Lane and White, 1999, p.532).

Senge (2006) also contributed to the OL theory with the Concept of Systems Thinking. From the management perspective, Senge’s system thinking is an ability to discover structural causes of behavior and it is necessary for sustaining generative learning which is a foundation for people’s creativity and an essence of OL. Furthermore, together with other 4 disciplines for building the learning organization – personal mastery, mental models, shared vision and team learning, systems thinking enables organizations to recognize long-term patterns of change (Senge, 2006, p.190). Accordingly, Senge advocates a shift of leadership from the traditional concept as well, suggesting that “leaders must become teachers, designers and stewards” (2006, p. 321).

Pawlowsky (2003) tried to bring different OL perspectives closer to management through the integrative framework that shows all main dimensions of OL: system levels, learning modes, learning types and phases of the learning process. He stressed the importance of values, emotions and behavior in learning (cultural learning mode) and pointed out trust in organizational members and in management as the factor of the organizational culture that must not be ignored.

However, even though the theoretical frameworks of OL described above significantly contribute to an understanding of learning within organizations, they all show some weaknesses. While both Nonaka’s and Crossan’s frameworks systematically address OL, they fail to include other important dimensions that are closely related to people’s behavior, such as political and cultural. These models also disregard people’s values, ethics, motivation, affective reactions, and generally, people’s emotions and feelings as important aspects of knowledge and learning. Senge’s holistic organizational approach also gives the realistic perspective of knowledge dissemination throughout an organization and it helps to understand the role of different organizational factors. Yet, it describes OL rather as an organizational state that waits to be achieved, than a continuous process.

4.2 Organizational Learning and Organizational Factors

Although it is still not fully clear what organizational factors affect the development of OL and in which way, recent studies on OL show that organizational type/structure, strategy, leadership and organizational culture influence individual, team, organizational and (in the case of non-profits) community learning as well - either as enablers or impediments.

So far, organizational structure is the most frequently addressed factor in empirical studies on OL. The findings in some studies (Ashton, 2004; Martínez-León and Martínez-García, 2011; Rebelo and Gomes, 2011) indicate that OL development involves flatter organizational structures with open communication channels and circulation of information and that relies on management that practices the right balance of control and authority. As the part of the
organizational infrastructure, the role of IT systems in the processes of OL is also very important, particularly when it comes to the transfer of explicit knowledge (Alavi and Leidner, 2001).

When it comes to organizational policies, Suppiah and Sandhu (2011) discovered that certain human resource (HR) policies, such as recognition and rewarding, are particularly influential managerial instrument for encouraging the sharing of tacit knowledge. López, Péon and Ordás (2006) also found a positive correlation between OL and the HR practices of training and selective hiring. Similarly, Droege and Hoobler (2003) discuss that employment policies that cause relatively high employee turnover, like temporary employment or limited tenure, could ultimately result in losing knowledge, expertise and experience of the members who leave the organization. Zell (2001) suggests that this could cause a disruption and discontinuity of organizational memory, which ultimately affects and hinders knowledge storing and implementation of innovation (new practices and ideas).

Contrary to traditional, autocratic command-and-control leadership, in learning organizations leaders/managers are described as teachers, coaches, stewards and designers (Senge, 2006). More precisely, current OL literature suggests that, in order to develop a fertile ground for OL, leaders/managers should provide the right amount of employee autonomy, a high level of mutual trust (high-care environment) and employee empowerment. Likewise, Von Krogh, Ishijo and Nonaka (2000) refer to mutual trust in organizations as the primary dimension of organizational care. The studies of Liao (2006) and Holste and Fields (2010) confirmed the crucial role of trust in OL processes by finding that trust strongly positively influences knowledge sharing. The studies of Wielenga-Meijer et al. (2011) and Li et al. (2010) found that a successful balance between full managerial autonomy and full managerial control positively affects the processes of knowledge creation and sharing. These results suggest that finding such balance might depend on the leadership style applied. Von Krogh, Nonaka and Rechsteiner (2012) pointed out that leadership in the OL theory is viewed either as activity/process/position centrally controlled (centralized leadership), or as a distributed activity between individuals, team members or departments (distributed leadership). The authors argue that, in reality, however, leadership styles usually oscillate between these two styles and their complementary roles is playing a fundamental part of the successful knowledge creation process (Von Krogh, Nonaka and Rechsteiner, 2012, p.269).

According to Nonaka, Toyama and Byosiere’s beliefs (2003), organizational culture (as one of the Ba contexts) enables tacit and explicit knowledge to be created and shared without restraint. Communication and collaboration are probably the most important dimensions of organizational culture which promote knowledge creation and sharing (Janz and Prasarnphanich, 2003). In their empirical study, López, Péon and Ordás (2004) found that collaborative organizational culture promotes OL. Suppiah and Sandhu (2011) came to similar conclusions – clan (team, collaborative) and adhocracy (empowered, risk-oriented) organizational cultures strongly promote sharing of tacit knowledge, while bureaucratic (high-hierarchy) and competitive (market) organizational cultures influence negatively. Naturally, organizational cultures are usually a mixture of two (or more) types that are described above, so positive or negative influence on OL processes would be determined by the cultural type that dominates.

Organizational politics are usually referred to as self-serving, self-interested behavior of individuals who want to achieve benefits and advantages at the expense of others and it is inseparably linked to power (Vigoda, 2000). The existing body of literature mainly focuses on OL through psychological and social processes, while organizational politics and power remain rarely theoretically and empirically addressed, particularly in the non-profit sector. Organizational politics and power within OL context do not necessarily have to carry a negative connotation (Roome and Wijen, 2006; Blackler and McDonald, 2000). Townley (1993) suggests that, besides individual (episodic) power, the systemic form of power affects perception, imagination and behavior of individuals, which ultimately affects the OL process. Lawrence et al. (2005) also argue that organizations are primarily political systems where predominantly self-interested actors operate, and where different forms of power and political strategies determine whether and how successful OL cycle will be. The authors used the Crossan’s 4I model of OL to explain the political dynamics of OL. In their framework, they suggest that every learning process is connected to a specific form of episodic or systemic power – intuiting to discipline, interpreting to influence, integrating to force and internationalizing to domination, and if properly balanced, these forms of power enhance OL. The way organizational members perceive the level of organizational politics at their workplace is crucial. According to some authors, the higher the perceptions of politics are, the lower will be the perceptions of equality and fairness, which ultimately leads to the low level of openness and trust, thus, to reluctance towards knowledge sharing (Ferris and Kacmar, 1992; Vigoda, 2000).

4.3 Barriers to Organizational Learning

In recent years, an increasing amount of literature addresses various factors that impede OL. As mentioned earlier, Lawrence et al. (2005) consider organization politics and power as potential and serious obstacles to OL. Schilling
and Kluge (2009) went further; they expanded the Crossan’s 4I framework and systematically categorized barriers to OL. The authors identified three types of barriers: actional-personal, structural-organizational and societal-environmental, and explained their complex and interconnected influence on the individual, group and organizational learning through 4I processes (intuiting, interpreting, integrating and institutionalizing).

4.4 Research Gap and Unaddressed Issues

Although there is a growing body of literature on OL, it is mainly connected to for-profit sector. There is little evidence of how learning occurs in non-profit organizations, are they aware of the OL concept and to what extent and what the main obstacles to learning are. Moreover, the research on factors that have influence on OL is mainly theoretically based and still in the conceptual domain of propositions, so, many of OL concepts are yet to be empirically tested. For instance, while the impact of organizational structure, policies and leadership on OL is widely acknowledged and studied for some time now, the influence of organizational culture has just recently started to attract the closer “empirical” attention of researchers through the concept of learning culture. Also, the existing body of OL literature poorly addresses power and politics and their influence on OL processes and these factors are almost completely ignored when it comes to non-profit sector. The importance of the role of organizational politics in knowledge and learning is even more pronounced when non-profits have a large number of stakeholders and when their mission/work is of a global importance.

4.5 Theoretical Framework

A review of Nonaka, Toyama and Byosiere’s (2003) and Crossan’s (1999) frameworks of OL and other important empirical studies listed above yielded some important concepts for this research and enabled the theoretical framework to be developed. In this study, relations between the processes of knowledge sharing, capture, storage and use, organizational context and organizational factors, are explored through the aspects and variables as shown in the theoretical framework developed by the authors (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1.** Theoretical framework for studying OL processes and barriers in NGOX

The theoretical concepts and research studies presented earlier are crucial for understanding, framing and addressing the research questions in several ways. First, the Theory of Knowledge Creation and the 4I model offer the basis for understanding of how OL in NGOX (the name of the organization is changed to keep it confidential) occurs at individual, group and organizational level, thus, enable the first research question to be answered. In order to answer the second research question, the research of Martinez-León and Martinez-García (2011) and Droge and Hoobler...
(2003) are used as a guideline for exploring the influence of organizational structure and organizational policies on knowledge creation, sharing, storing and use. Technology and the processes of communication are used to identify what the dominant type of organizational structure is and whether the current training and tenure policies act as OL enablers or not. And finally, Crossan’s (1999) 41 framework and the upgraded version provided by Schilling and Kluge (2009) are used to determine and systematize the types of learning barriers in NGOX, thus, to answer the third research question.

5. Research Design and Methodology

The overall research strategy is based on a single case study of an international non-profit organization. The authors chose NGOX because its operations highly rely on knowledge and learning and it is large enough to provide rich and sustainable research data. The case study approach is based on the method of triangulation in order to provide a greater validity to research results (Molina-Azorin, 2010), as well as to collect enough relevant data and link them with theory through the theoretical framework. Quantitative and qualitative research methods were combined and both questionnaire and interview techniques were applied throughout two large research phases.

In the quantitative phase, the target population included all 350 employees at NGOX, and 149 participants were selected by using the random (probability) sampling technique. The SurveyGizmo software was used and the online questionnaire was created and made available to the participants during the period of 4 weeks on the SurveyGizmo website (SurveyGizmo, 2012). All the participants were anonymous. The SurveyGizmo software was also used for gathering, analyzing and presenting the research data.

In creating the questionnaire, various closed-ended question types were used: mutually exclusive multiple choices, checkbox questions and the Likert scale questions (Brace, 2008). The questionnaire was based on the typology of questions presented in the Dimensions of the Learning Organization Questionnaire (DLOQ) (Marsick and Watkins, 2003). The final questionnaire included 30 closed-end questions and it was divided into 4 sections: the concepts and levels of organizational learning, organizational structure and policies, learning barriers and general information.

The qualitative phase of data collection included the use of interviews, with a non-probability, purposive sampling technique (maximum variation sampling) (White, 2000). The representative sample was selected from 3 different organizational levels - management, administration and field operations. It included 6 staff members – 2 managers, 2 administrative/technical officers and 2 field experts. The aim is to explore the differences in perceptions on OL between members at different organizational levels. A semi-structured type of interview and an individual interview technique with open-ended questions were used (Fontana and Frey, 2003). The final interview protocol included topics and questions related to: employee perception of the organization and its context; knowledge creation, transfer, capture and use; organizational structure and policies; management and leadership; organizational culture; organizational politics and power and learning barriers. The participants were encouraged to discuss them in an open manner.

6. Analysis and Results

Data collection lasted eight weeks. As for the first phase, 62 respondents had started answering the questionnaire, 57 of them fully completed it, of which one third are female. 5 partial questionnaire responses are disqualified, so the total questionnaire response rate is 38.2%. In the second phase, 6 interviews were conducted: 2 with managers, 2 with field officers and 2 with administrative employees. It is worth noting that on the education front, most of the persons interviewed possessed a good level of education and only 8.8% of respondents studied up to the secondary level (Figure 2 refers).
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6.1 Understanding of the Concept of Organizational Learning and the Way Organizational Processes Occur

According to the research results, NGOX’s employees are highly aware of the concepts of OL, which is very encouraging and implies that employees are mostly willing to further learn, share knowledge, and advance
professionally in general. Such strong commitment to learning might also be a result of respondents’ high levels of education (Figure 2). However, although NGOX emphasizes training and officially offers new learning opportunities equally to all, motivation to learn is most likely individually driven, particularly within the technical experts who tend to be always up to date with the latest technical developments in their fields, in order to stay competitive as employees. Also, the role of team leaders and branch/divisional managers who act as mentors, plays an important part in employees’ professional advancement, but yet, this is still an exception rather than a rule.

Table 1. The employees’ perception of the organizational structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highly hierarchical (many vertical levels with the authority figure on top), bureaucratic and formalized (focuses on positions and roles and has fixed set of rules).</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>50.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical, but our management is supportive and encourages people to participate, show flexibility in their work and express their opinions freely.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized (decision-making authority is delegated down to the lower organizational levels), with proactive employee participation and important role of team/group work.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Responses/Participants: 57

From Table 1, it is noted that 47.4% of respondents confirmed that although the structure of the organization is hierarchical, there are considerable levels of care, trust, respect, equality, recognition and support among organizational members within groups at NGOX enabling flexibility, participation and opportunities to express opinions freely. Since these variables, and particularly trust and care, have positive influence on knowledge creation and sharing (Von Krogh, Ishijo and Nonaka, 2000; Liao, 2006; Holste and Fields, 2010), these aspects of organizational context in NGOX (i.e. originating, dialoguing and exercising Ba) make a fertile ground for knowledge creation and conversion. Since NGOX possesses and uses various forms of advanced information technology (systemizing Ba), that also makes a good basis for efficient explicit knowledge creation and transmission (Nonaka, Toyama and Byosiere, 2003). Nonetheless, the majority of the interviewees (50.9% as noted in Table 1) think that, contrary to the atmosphere in groups/branches, the atmosphere between divisions is rigid, official and competitive. Such situation suggests that, although there is a reasonable chance for OL to become institutionalized due to high levels of trust, care, respect and assistance in a group/team work, the links are probably broken at the organizational level where various organizational schemes (reflected in routines/systems) fail to develop, also failing to make an impact on group and individual learning in return (Crossan, Lane and White, 1999).

Generally speaking, the research results offer a relatively clear answer to the part of the first research question related to the processes of knowledge creation, transfer, capture, storage and assimilation at NGOX. These processes occur partially since all of them face various obstructions and difficulties at different levels. The conversion from tacit to tacit knowledge (socialization) is somewhat enabled, firstly, because the willingness, competence and capability to learn exist, and secondly, because the organizational context within a group (originating Ba) is nurturing (Nonaka, Toyama and Byosiere, 2003). Conversely, there is no sufficient individual autonomy in work, which has a negative impact on employee creativity and innovation, thus, negatively affects the processes of tacit knowledge creation and utilization, as the study of Prugsamatz (2010) also revealed. Moreover, due to strong bureaucracy and politics, innovative ideas are either very slowly or not accepted at all, which is a serious impediment to knowledge creation and use.

Interview findings confirm that people at NGOX are generally interested in learning and the actual opportunities for that are officially given to them, which means that good foundation for knowledge conversion from explicit to tacit (internalization) should exist. But in reality, learning opportunities are often either financially limited or have been manipulated by managers. So, some employees, although willing to learn, often end up pushed aside from some objective or subjective reasons. These findings are typical for hierarchical and bureaucratic organizations and they are in accordance with Ashton’s study (2004) which revealed that in such organizations, although officially everybody has a fair chance for professional advancement, in practice the chance is mostly given to the people with
more influence or on higher positions. So, ultimately, the process of internalization of knowledge in NGOX is affected by this, and in many cases, at least partially disabled.

Table 2. Work place perception

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friendly place with developed teamwork and employee commitment to organization and vice versa.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative workplace with empowered and risk-taking employees.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive workplace where knowledge is power.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace with standardized procedures, practices and rules with little (or none) collaboration between divisions/units.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses/Participants:</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Questionnaire results suggest that the process of externalization (tacit to explicit) is mainly enabled, since 29.8 percent of respondents do not significantly refrain to share new ideas with others and training programs (learning-by-doing) are highly valued at NGOX (Table 2 refers). However, interviews further show that this is the case manly with the people on the same team or working group (branch, division). Even there, a good majority of employees (52.6 %) as shown in Table 2, subjects to the tenure policy, believe that there is little collaboration between units and divisions implying that they prefer to withhold their knowledge or new ideas. So, the process of externalization in NGOX does face some difficulties when it comes to people’s willingness to share knowledge and ideas. This leaves negative consequences on tacit-explicit knowledge conversion, particularly among the people with the very specific or high expertise.

The knowledge conversion from explicit to explicit (combination) faces some obstacles too. The main problems identified are, again, insufficient communication and collaboration between divisions, high employee turnover and inconsistent implementation of tenure policy. Also, although appropriate modern technologies that should be facilitating this type of knowledge conversion exist, they are not user-friendly. Ultimately, explicit knowledge in NGOX is not combined, collected or disseminated properly, so it is questionable how much such knowledge is really usable for organizational members. It is pretty discouraging that, despite all NGOX’s technological potential, there are still no appropriate (or efficient) mechanisms established for collecting, combining, upgrading and storing knowledge or making such knowledge widely available.

6.2 Organizational Structure and Organizational Learning

Communication channels and information flow in NGOX are mostly open within a team, branch or a division, but not between divisions. A high level of bureaucracy makes communication at the organizational level official, formal and restrained, consequently making knowledge creation, transfer, capture, storage and use more difficult to occur (Table 3).

Table 3. The impediments to knowledge storing and implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The lack of skills both of employees and management or their opportunistic behavior.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High employee/management turnover or inconsistent organizational systems, practices and policies.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General problems (technical/structural) in storing certain kinds of knowledge.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Responses/Participants:</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For instance, the knowledge creation suffers because of the slow bureaucratic procedures where many new ideas or solutions remain unknown, or they become acknowledged but not approved and implemented at the end. The OL processes are generally hindered by too many rules about interdivisional communication and by many restrictions (visible or invisible) in accessing the information from different organizational levels.

Moreover, IT potential to act as OL enabler is mostly lost, because it constantly faces barriers imposed by the high hierarchy and bureaucracy. Such findings are actually in accordance with the empirical studies of Martinez-León and Martínez-Garcia (2011) and Rebelo and Gomes (2011) that found that with the flatter organizational structure the OL processes become more open and vice versa.

6.3 Organizational Policies and Organizational Learning

Tenure and training policies are strongly mutually connected and influenced by other organizational factors, particularly by organizational politics and management, which, in turn, affect the levels of motivation, trust and respect, and the perception of fairness and justice within the organization.

The research results suggest that the 7-year tenure policy mostly negatively affects OL processes in NGOX. Firstly, because the implementation of this policy is politicized and it directly hinders knowledge creation and transfer, and secondly, because the OL processes are generally disturbed since the outflow of knowledgeable people is often accompanied by the inappropriate or insufficient mechanisms for gathering, storing and dissemination of their knowledge and expertise. Similarly, although training polices are well designed, their implementation is very often politicized. This inconsistency in applying the organizational policies creates an atmosphere where employees start to see organizational processes as unfair and the use of power and influence as the only way to go ahead. The processes of recruitment and promotion face similar problems, so generally speaking, it appears that implementation of the HR policies in NGOX is mainly politicized and under various individual influences.

Such results support the previous research and findings of Zell (2001) and Droge and Hoobler (2003) – the employment policies that cause relatively high employee turnover (i.e. temporary employment, tenure) result in losing knowledge, expertise and experience of the members who leave the organization and cause disruption and discontinuity of organizational memory. Therefore, although the policies in NGOX are essentially well designed, their inconsistent and selective implementation leads to obstructions in the organizational processes where knowledge is created, shared, further combined and used. This also accords with the earlier observations of Schilling and Kluge (2009) that inconsistent organizational polices are the most common barriers to OL at organizational level.

6.4 Leadership/Management and Organizational Learning

While the questionnaire findings illustrate management as the creator of trusting and caring working atmosphere and the promoter of learning (which is mostly the perception of male employees), the interview results show that, in practice, this is true mostly when it comes to team leaders and middle managers. Top management is nominally dedicated to the advancement of knowledge and learning, but there is no real action to underpin such determination. Some of the middle managers and team leaders, however, do act as tutors and coaches and show the right balance of managerial autonomy and control, empower employees and create the atmosphere of trust, respect and collaboration within their unit/branch/division. By doing that, they promote OL processes and act as knowledge activists and catalysts, as their role should be, according to Von Krogh, Ishijo and Nonaka (2000). However, this is not the case within all the teams and branches, and as the interview findings confirmed, management in NGOX is still more about command-and-control.

Given this and the fact that the actual strategy or support to knowledge and learning from top management is missing, it can be concluded that leadership/management at NGOX generally does not act as enabler of OL. Obscure communication between organizational levels and in the huge political influence of external stakeholders on top management decisions and actions do not make the situation any easier. Moreover, NGOX’s high hierarchy and bureaucracy do not allow managers to act much beyond the limitations that such organizational structure impose; i.e. it will be hard for NGOX’s managers to move from centralized to distributed management style, unless the organizational structure becomes more flatter, as Von Krogh, Nonaka and Rechsteiner (2012) also concluded.

6.5 Organizational Culture and Organizational Learning

There is a mixture of three types of organizational culture present at NGOX: clan (team, collaborative), bureaucratic (high-hierarchy) and competitive organizational culture (Suppiah and Sandhu, 2011). These types of culture are, conversely, the most contradictory ones when it comes to their impact on OL. While clan culture enhances OL, bureaucratic and competitive impede it. Also, clan culture in NGOX is more typical for teams, branches and, in rare cases, divisions, while hierarchy and competitive cultures dominate the relations between divisions and at
organizational level in general (Table 2). Given this, it is most likely that organizational culture in NGOX affects OL more negatively than positively.

6.6 Organizational Politics and Organizational Learning

Power games and individual influences significantly determine work processes and relations between people in NGOX (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Organizational politics and work relations](image)

Fairness and justice are present mostly within the groups or branches. What is surprising is that, despite such findings, the majority of respondents claim they do not withhold their knowledge because they perceive the atmosphere at their workplaces as unfair (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Organizational politics and workplace atmosphere](image)

Such results differ from earlier findings of Vigoda (2000) and Ferris and Kacmar (1992) that revealed how high perceptions of organizational politics make employees perceive their workplace as unjust and untrustworthy and have negative influence on their knowledge sharing behavior. However, the results are in accordance with some later studies (Lawrence et al., 2005; Roome and Wijen, 2006) that perceive organizations as predominately political systems, and that suggest that connections between learning processes and different types of power should not be perceived as negative by default. Therefore, in the case of NGOX, the role of individual influences in the processes of sharing knowledge and new ideas do not have to necessarily be an impediment to OL. For instance, for new solutions/ideas to be acknowledged, accepted or disseminated in NGOX, it is necessary to rely on and use various individual influences on different organizational levels. So, from that perspective, influence, as a form of power/politics, could actually enhance the processes of OL by enabling knowledge transfer and knowledge assimilation to actually occur.

However, judging from the interviews, organizational politics with their direct or indirect influence on other organizational factors, hence on OL, do not generally create a fair “playground” for the majority of organizational members in NGOX. Instead, politics distort and dictate actions and events, having largely unfavorable influence on organizational processes.

6.7 The Main Barriers to Organizational Learning in NGOX

The results of the NGOX’s case study answered the third research question and revealed that learning difficulties and blockages in the processes of OL are, more or less, present at every organizational level. At the individual learning level where knowledge creation occurs, the only set of barriers that exists is structural-organizational: the low level
of freedom in general, either due to the centralized, command-and-control management approach or due to strict working rules and procedures as revealed in Table 3.

The processes of knowledge transfer and sharing from an individual to a group level are mostly hindered by the employees’ perception of interpersonal relationships (actional-personal barrier). If they refrain to share knowledge, this is because of the low trust and respect or weak individual influence - ultimately the result of insufficient managerial support and the influence of ubiquitous organizational politics (Table 3 refers). This can be also seen by looking through the organizational-structural prism in the interrelations determined by the organizational culture that values power, status and influence, and in highly hierarchical organizational structure. Environmental-societal barriers to knowledge transfer and sharing are mainly comprised in existing differences between divisions - conflicting objectives or values and hidden agendas as well.

At the organizational learning level, the largest number of barriers is present in the processes of knowledge transfer, capture, storing and use. Factors such as lack of true commitment and support to learning from top management, low communication and collaboration between divisions, and strong bureaucracy and political influence have created a situation where some teams, branches, and in rare cases divisions in NGOX do learn, while the whole organization does not, because that knowledge is not properly addressed and integrated into organizational practices. Moreover, there is the predominant belief in NGOX that innovative ideas and solutions are not welcome, because the existing structures and processes do not, because that knowledge is not properly addressed and integrated into organizational practices. Moreover, there is the predominant belief in NGOX that innovative ideas and solutions are not welcome, because the existing structures and processes do not.

Structural-organizational barriers to knowledge capture, storing, dissemination and use are identified as inconsistent implementation of tenure and training policies, high turnover of field experts, lack of clear strategy and responsibility for knowledge storage and implementation and general technical difficulties in knowledge storage and dissemination (Table 3). All these barriers make knowledge integration ultimately dependent on individual influences and power, as Lawrence et al. (2005) suggest. As a result, there is no sustainability in the OL processes whatsoever, and it is hard to say whether and how such barriers can be successfully surpassed. However, some recommendations are further given.

7. Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Summary of Conclusions

- General conclusion about the first research question is that knowledge creation, sharing, capture, storage and use in NGOX occur partially and discontinuously, and despite the fact that employees are highly committed to learning and fully understand the concept of OL, NGOX do not nurture or exploit such potential further, so learning is trapped somewhere between individual and group level.

- In relation to the second research question, it can be concluded that organizational structure, organizational policies (tenure, training), leadership and management, organizational culture and organizational politics in NGOX affect the processes of OL more negatively than positively due to complex linkages between them. Moreover, organizational politics, i.e. individual and particularly stakeholders’ influence and power games, have a dominant influence on all other organizational factors.

- The conclusion about the third research question is that structural-organizational barriers are the most frequent barriers to OL in NGOX and present at all learning levels. Thus, in order to facilitate OL processes in NGOX, significant changes in organizational structure, policies, procedures and practices are needed. Interestingly enough, among all OL processes, knowledge creation appears to face the lowest number of obstructions and all of them are structural-organizational. Adding the fact that team leaders are identified as the ones that most frequently act as mentors and learning activists, the conclusion is that learning occurs mostly at individual and team level.

- Another conclusion emerged from this study is that NGOX, as an international non-profit organization, has similar issues when it comes to OL as the for-profits described in studied literature. However, what makes non-profits such as NGOX specific when it comes to learning is the role of stakeholders. Specificity and a global importance of NGOX’s operations inevitably comprise the large number of member states with various interests, political agendas and political games. Consequently, power and influence of stakeholders simply cannot be avoided, which puts a challenge and constraint on organizational processes in general, including OL.

7.2 Recommendations to Management

- In order to achieve learning at organizational level, NGOX must be fully devoted to develop a learning-friendly environment that will turn learning orientation and commitment of individuals into group and organizational commitment and goal. This can be achieved, for instance, by forming cross-functional teams from members of different divisions to fulfill some of the organizational goals. In that way, knowledge creation and diffusion among members would be enabled, and this might ultimately decrease some divisional
gaps and improve collaboration at organizational level. Moreover, work in cross-functional teams will make authority and responsibility more dispersed across organizational levels, which is, again, beneficial for learning.

- Managers at every level, and particularly and especially divisional managers and the Director General, must provide contextual and resource-based support for learning, while they simultaneously change the command-and-control approach into approach that makes them become learning activists and facilitators. It means that, while guiding, they should enhance work related autonomy as precondition for innovation and creativeness, and communication across organizational levels as a prerequisite for knowledge integration and diffusion.

- Organizational factors should be put in service of OL. NGOX should adopt organizational structure that is more flat and decentralized in order to mitigate or remove the existing structural barriers to learning. E-learning should be seriously considered for all training where possible – it will not only give more flexibility in learning to temporary dispersed employees (on field), but also significantly cut the training costs in the long run. Furthermore, roles and responsibilities about who is accountable for knowledge capture, storage and assimilation should be clearly defined, and all related processes as well. Consequently, the functioning of technology platforms (databases, networks) will be less complicated and more user-friendly.

- However, some issues related to OL in NGOX will still be hard or even impossible to resolve. Power and politics are, for instance, obviously "here to stay" because the very nature and purpose of NGOX imply that stakeholders will keep to politically interfere in organizational activities and influence them through the upper management. Power games and individual influence, however, might be mitigated by improving communication and collaboration between organizational levels through the creation of cross-functional teams and by providing transparency in managerial actions and decisions and in organizational processes and practices in general. The negative impact of organizational politics could be also mitigated if managers succeed to align individual needs and goals with those of the organization.

- Proper implementation of incentives that recognize and reward learning-related behavior should be enabled by giving transparency in procedures and practices that result in one’s promotion, public recognition, training approval or other types of incentives. When people start to perceive such processes as just and fair, the overall organizational climate will start to change and it will become more collaborative, caring and empowering. As a result, NGOX’s organizational culture will probably lose its competitive side.

- Implementation of tenure policy will probably remain an issue, up until those who are responsible for deciding who will stay and who will go become fully aware that they are also responsible and accountable for continuity in the processes of knowledge creation, transfer, capture, storing and dissemination.

- Finally, since a single learning barrier could simultaneously influence different levels and different processes of learning, in order to make efficient strategies for surpassing learning barriers, managers have to consider all the barriers as a complex system, rather than analyze them and resolve them as separate factors.

7.3 Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research

This study contributes to the body of knowledge by filling the existing gap in research on OL processes and practices in the non-profit sector. The study value primarily lies in the fact that it clarifies and explains in more depth the OL processes and the role of NGOX’s organizational factors in the processes of OL, the role of organizational politics in particular.

First limitation to this study would be the number of conducted interviews. A larger number of interviewees would give more width to research and more possibility for some new, unaddressed themes to appear. Second, the study research was designed and conducted to answer the questions about OL in a single and specific non-profit organization that operates globally and for the public interest. As such, the research results cannot be generalized to other non-profits. However, the method of triangulation was deployed so cross-confirmation from different data sources (questionnaire end interview) ensures the validity of research. For more comparative treatment and if time had permitted, the author would have considered a multiple case study approach with at least two different types of non-profits.

There are several suggestions for further research. From the single case study perspective, further closer research on stakeholders’ political influence in NGOX would be a valuable source of information related to OL and other organizational processes, policies and practices. Also, the influence of other organizational factors that were not included in this study should be examined in order to better understand learning constraints and enablers in NGOX - for instance, the influence of limited resources or of organizational mission, vision and strategy on OL. Furthermore, for providing the answers about OL that could be applied in the non-profit sector in general, further correlational quantitative research on a large number of different non-profits is needed in order to explore and determine exact
correlations among organizational politics, organizational structure, organizational policies, organizational culture and leadership, and their influence on OL.
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